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VOCABULARY
Unit 1
Story telling in literature, film and TV:
ebook, ending, illustrations, novel,
paperback, passage, print, publisher,
series.
Describing stories: complicated plot,
final scene, happy ending, main
character, rave views, special effects,
unexpected twist, weak storyline.
Phrasal verbs: figure (sth/sb) out, cheer
(sb) up, leave out (sth), take in (sth), go
for (sth), fall for (sth), give in, look up.
Prepositional phrases:
at: a guess, ease, first, length, short
notice, times.
By: choice, day/night, email, rights,
rail/sea/air, etc.
For: a reason, instance, sure.
In: conclusion, general, particular,
progress, theory.
On: demand, loan, screen, second,
thoughts, my/ your/our way.
Adjectives + preposition: of: ashamed,
aware, capable, respectful, typical.
To: according, attached, dedicated,
limited, similar.
At: clever, brilliant, horrified, slow,
surprised.
In: experienced, interested in, involved
in, successful in.
Other: a-list, appeal, be absorbed, boast
about, cast, congratulate, daydream,
deny, deliver, escapism, eye catching,
film adaptation, film maker, genuinely,
genre, go blank, insist on, lough out loud,
let -down, make -believe, mind goes

Unit 2
Personality: admiration, anti-social, arrogant, be
good fun, cheerful, cooperative, courageous,
courteous, defensive, demanding, discipline,
eccentric, flamboyant, flexibility, honesty,
immature, irresponsible, loyalty, pampered,
possessive, spoiled, stubborn, sympathy, talkative,
thoughtful, willingness.
Verb with have and keep have a chat, have a lot
in common with, have a word with, have
difficulty with, have nothing to do with, have
serious doubt about, keep a secret, keep in
touch, keep (sb) waiting, keep (sth) in mind, keep
(sth) tidy, keep your mouth shut.
Phrasal verbs: carry on, (doing sth), clear (sth) up,
come across (as), fill (sb) in (on sth), get along,
(with) get over (sth), hang out (with9, look up to
(sb), put sb off (doing sth), put up with, reach out,
speak up, stand up for (sth/sb), take up with (sb)
Collocations: bear (sth) in mind, build up your
strength, have negative effect (on), have
nothing to lose, pay attention to, pick yourself up
for off the floor, set yourself a goal, take a deep
breath, there’s no point in (doing sth), waste
time.
Other: appreciate, belief, compulsory, crash
course, creepy, duo, exhilarating, get rid of, head
(in a direction), lunatic, make allowances (for
sb/sth) miracle, mutter, slouch, stream, venue.

Unit 3
Knowing, thinking and deciding: consider,
consideration, consult, consultation, evaluate,
evaluation,
intend,
intention,
judge,
judgement, propose, proposal, proposition,
select, selection.
Fixed phrases: be at the centre of (sth), be
torn, between two choices, carry weight,
have a Plan A and Plan B, have second
thoughts, sleep on it, speak about (sth), weight
up the pross and cons.
Collocations: according to research,, base a
decision on (sth), be obsessed with style and
image, carry out research, challenge a
decision, change your mind, come to a
decision, encourage, (sb) to speak their mind,
experiment with new looks, feel under pressure
to wear (sth), follow the crowd, have a crazy
dress sense, have an issue with (sth) involve
(sb) in a decision, know your own mind, look
really cool, make a decision, make up your
mind, pick up bargains, put an outfit together,
research reveals (sth) stand out in a crowd,
throw on clothes, wear a particular brand or
label.
Word formation: Nouns to adjectives:
ambitious,
confident,
confidential,
conventional, experimental, faulty, foolish,
independent,
influential,
intelligent,
judgemental, obsessed, obsessive, patient,
stylish, suspicious, trendy.
Other: adrenalin, addictive, beware, busy,
casual, community, convince, formal, filter,
founder, get crammed, hidden, homesick,
moody, neat, patterned, plain, poised, quiet,

blank, memorable, persuade,
predictable, realise, refuse, ripped, script,
scriptwriting, special effects, spooky,
threaten, universe.

scruffy, short-sighted, skip, smart, split second,
struggle.

